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My Journey to “QuantLand”: aka Quantitative Investing



Role at SmartBe: Prepare and conduct analysis on the Performance of 
Factors for Canada vs Developed Markets

THE QUESTION: Are all Value metrics the same? For Canada vs. US vs. 
Developed Markets, are there performance and robustness differences among 
them?  

THE ANSWER: NO and YES.
Time period studied: January 1995 to May 2019. 

Countries studied:  Canada and the United States, Japan, Germany, the UK, France, Italy, 
Singapore, Hong Kong and Australia. 

Each stock is assigned to a Quartile ranking using a “Value” score and Quartile returns are 
calculated.  

The return spread: Quartile 1 minus Quartile 5, where Quartile 1 is the highest Value 
exposure and Quartile 5 is the lowest Value exposure, consistent with most academic studies. 

This is a long/short analysis—to estimate the size and significance of the factor premium, if 
any.  Not a measure of market beating performance.







THE RESULTS:

ü Rumors that one common valuation metric, Book to Market, is not effective at 
capturing the Value premium any more may be true.  

ü Book to market has worked only in Japan over the time span of this analysis. 
Despite the presence of positive spreads in a few other countries, the 
Information Coefficient of Book Value was not statistically significant in 9 out 
of 10 countries.

ü Dividend to Price and Sales to Price are also weak proxies for Value. These 
two metrics only worked in two to three countries.

ü The clear winner is Free Cash Flow to Price, which worked in all of the 
countries in our sample 

ü Two runners up: Earnings to Price and EBITDA to EV. This is consistent with 
findings by Lakonishok, Schleifer and Vishney (1992), Gray and Vogel (2010) 
and Walkshausl and Lobe (2015).

ü In the United States, only two measures seem to really work: Free Cash Flow 
to Price and EBITDA to Enterprise Value





THE QUESTION: Is there benefit for diversifying among the valuation 
metrics when pursing the value premium? 

THE ANSWER: YES









THE RESULTS:

1.The Value factor produced higher return spreads for the majority of the countries relative to the 

US, on a consistent basis over the different periods.  The only exception is Italy which 

underperformed the US over the last three and five years.

2.Canada and Germany produced twice the spread as found in the US (10% vs. 5%)

3.The most difficult period in our study for global Value was the last three years. Only four 

countries produced a positive annualized return spread. These countries are Singapore, Hong 

Kong, Japan and Canada.

4.     Italy and the United States had negative annualized return spreads over the last 3 and 5 years.

5.Singapore and Hong Kong are the two countries with the highest positive annualized return 

spread in any   period over the last 10 years.



Is Value Dead, Again?

We believe the rumors that the Value premium has disintegrated and disappeared are premature.  

Critics of factor investing in the US argue that increased attention and cashflows into the factor have all but 

eliminated the associated return premium.  

We find persuasive evidence across countries that the Value premium is indeed alive. A number of countries, 

including Canada, outperformed the US on the basis of return spread.  

Investor behavior would have to change dramatically to eliminate systematic biases priced into Value stocks.



Recommendations:

Consistent with the academic literature (Asness et al., 2013)

1. Expand to a global Value strategy in order to capture geographical factor 

diversification.

2. Look for products that combine multiple metrics, preferably a composite 

value metric that includes cashflow to price or enterprise value.

3. Focus your strategy on obtaining an active value exposure and move away 

from products with market capitalization weightings.



WE also collaborated on a BOOK! (To be 
published in December 2019)



…AND WE HAVE A BLOG:

academicinsightsoninvesting.com 



Due Diligence for Evaluating Quant Research

1. Understand the role of academic research:  It’s designed to establish a principle or test a theory –which is 
different than developing a strategy that can be implemented.  Academic articles do not publish the secrets 
to a successful product.  Hence we get long only products that are intended to provide an opportunity to 
invest in value or momentum, based on academic research that employed a long/short methodology.

2. Most research is designed to get published and journals pretty much only publish significant results.  We 
never (almost, 2%)  see papers, which might be very well designed and implemented that do NOT work.  
That is, show nonsignificant results.  Products are then developed on biased sets of studies. 

3. Empirical research in financial economics relies too much on p-values, which are poorly understood in 
the first place.  Journals want to publish papers with positive results and this incentivizes researchers to 
engage in data mining and “p-hacking.” The outcome will likely be an embarrassing number of false 
positives—effects that will not be repeated in the future.



4. Beware of practices that smack of Datamining:

The crux of the data mining issue is that a specific sample of firms observed at a specific time 
produce the observed results. 

Are the results and implications one-time wonders? It is difficult to insure that the results are not 
“sample-specific” if there is only an in-sample design. 

Confirming similar results in markets outside the US, with different governance structures, 
variations in accounting rules, varying trading costs and practices, or differing tax rates provide 
confidence that the original results are indeed robust.

We really have only one set of data and variables replicated by numerous vendors, available on 
the internet  that can be used, thus eliminating the possibility of using repeated and independent 
replications of the research.  

Although always considered “poor” practice by statisticians and econometricians, datamining 
has become increasingly problematic for investors along with the improved availability of large 
sets of data that are easily accessible and easily analyzed.  

Every conceivable combination of factors can be and likely has been tested and found to be 
spectacularly successful using in-sample empirical designs.  However, the same strategies will 
likely have no predictive power when implemented on an out-of-sample basis.  



6. Biases and Issues with the database used in the research

Check for Survivorship bias in the dataset:  Successful firms outlive and outperform unsuccessful firms. 

The contents of a data sample may be inadvertently stacked in favor of positive results if the firms 
included are exclusively “survivors”. Although it is intuitively obvious, defining the sample of companies
that are “alive” or operating today and tracing their history incorporates a likely positive bias in the 

performance metrics, returns and financial data.  Excluding companies that either merged, went bankrupt, 
went private, or otherwise became inactive in the past cause a bias in the sampling process. 

Check for Lookahead bias. There  is a lag structure embedded in financial datasets, due to financial reporting
delays in quarterly and annual data. Due to the delay in releasing financial information to the public relative
to a company’s fiscal year end, tests of historical performance are subject to lookahead bias. 

Restated vs Unrestated data:  A similar problem, if firms make material restatements to financials, there may 
be an implicit bias, of unknown sign.

Did the research include the impact of transactions costs and liquidity?

7. Are the appropriate risk adjustments made?

Is it Risk or is it Alpha?  The eternal dilemna:  every test of anomalous stock performance is jointly a test of 
the risk model employed.  The risk model that is employed depends on your point of view as to the return 
generating process that you subscribe to.  What risk factors do you believe in?  





APPENDIX:  

Building an Enhanced Equity Index for a Large Institutional Investor: 

1. Low cost, less than 5 bps

2. Risk control, TE target 1%, control unintended bets

3. Enhance staff ability to evaluate outside managers

4. Disaffection with fundamental managers led to adoption
of passive and/or risk controlled stance wrt to the pension fund

5. Low TE mitigated large drawdown associated with Value

6. Strong academic foundation: Contrarian Investment, 
Extrapolation and Risk by Lakonishok et al, J of Finance, 1994



7. Portfolio construction was a disciplined quantitative process, 
independent of the portfolio manager.

The Key to its success was to construct the portfolio so that the 
investment opportunity was systematically and measurably embedded in the 

portfolio holdings 

Construct portfolio
(Barra optimizer, TE=1%)

Identify Value/
Glamour Stocks

(Overextrapolation)

Universe
Top 1,200 Stocks by Mkt cap

Rebalance
~quarterly

Alpha Generation Using      
MOMT+ EQ Ordering

Equal weights



The Investment Opportunity was based on Investor Overextrapolation
of Historical Growth Rates

1. Investor expectations of future growth rates that are tied to a stock’s past growth rate result in 
“glamour” stocks that are overpriced (high past growth) and “value” stocks that are underpriced (low 
past growth). 

2. The overextrapolation effect is behavioral in nature and is the feature that distinguishes this 
strategy from other more “traditional” value strategies. 

3. The behavioral regularity described above results in a clearly defined set of stocks with share prices 
that reflect unrealistic growth rates—too high for glamour and too low for value stocks…an 
exploitable pricing anomaly. 

OVEREXTRAPOLATION can be operationally defined by a stock’s simultaneous loading on 2 factors: 

1.   An historical growth rate, this sets up the condition for overextrapolation;  We used Growth In Sales.

2.  Some type of valuation multiple proxy for “future growth expectations”, this confirms

investors are overreacting to the historical record.  We used Cashflow to Price.

It is an interaction effect that can be embedded in the portfolio construction process by assigning 
“expected alpha” to each stock in the universe: 

High CF/P + low GS   =   Value and positive expected alpha

Low CF/P  + high GS =   Glamour and negative expected alpha



Identifying the Value and Glamour sets of stocks:
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• The overextrapolation effect can be identified on a two dimensional scale.

• Value:  is both high cash flow to price and low growth in sales.

• Glamour:  is both low cash flow to price and high growth in sales.



Adding Momentum had the following effects:

The excess return was increased by almost .20% and turnover remained roughly 40% 
per year. 

Reduced the downside risk associated with the VG strategy without sacrificing 
return and without increasing turnover.  

The ratio of excess return to tracking error increased from 1.13% to 1.47%.  The 
improvement of the alpha generation process resulted in a different distribution of 
“glamour” stocks that are included in the portfolio. 

That is, a strongly negative alpha, which was assigned  based on a very high 
historical growth rate, is offset by a positive momentum factor. 

This resulted in a series of portfolios that are constructed with less sensitivity to the 
Value-Glamour spread, especially during periods when the spread was not favorable 
to the strategy.




